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Peer-to-peer systems and BitTorrent

Techno-social systems where resources available to
all result from resources contributed by the users
(storage, bandwidth, contents, …)

Most commonly used for content sharing and
distribution

But also for Internet telephony, computation, …

Distributing from a computer to many others is costly
Capacity must grow linearly with number of users

In BitTorrent, downloaders cooperate, sending data to
their peers while downloading

Scalability: Capacity of the system grows with users
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Client-Servers Systems vs. BitTorrent

Client - Server BitTorrent
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BitTorrent as a public good problem

Torrent: Group of people downloading and
distributing a file

Torrents depend on cooperation:
Users downloading provide bandwidth for each other

Users can provide extra capacity (i.e. download speed) once
have finished downloading

If users do not share after downloading, the torrent can die
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The goal: To enhance cooperation

Actually, there are users staying in torrents after
finishing the download (i.e. cooperating)

But.. why?:
Technological reason: Set as default option at software level
Social reason: Users’ conscious decision to stay

How to promote such decisions?
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Enhancing cooperation: Particularities of BitTorrent

Anonymity:

Human users do not communicate

while interacting

Thousands of peers in the system

Lack of ‘history’:
Repeated interaction may be unlikely

Often can easily generate a new

identity (i.e. new activity record)

Users come and go at will



Evolutionary Game Theory:
How Spatial Interactions, Migration, Social Inequality,

Globalization and Heterogeneous Preferences

Can Change the World in Surprising Ways
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What is Game Theory?

J. von Neumann, O. Morgenstern, Theory of
Games and Economic Behaviour (Princeton
University, Princeton, 1944).

Game theory is  a mathematical discipline

providing a set of analytical tools and

solutions concepts, which have explanatory

and predictive power in interactive decision

situations, when the goals and preferences of

the participating players are potentially in

conflict.
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Self-Organization of A Behavioral Convention

The result of a social interaction between two individuals is
characterized by the “payoff”
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B = benefit of evading on
the same side = time saved
compared to one pedestrian
evading to the right and the
other one to the left

dp(i,t)/dt = -2rB[p(i,t)-1/2] p(i,t) [1-p(i,t)]     i=1: right, i=2: left

If p(1,t) denotes the probability of pedestrians to evade on the right and p(2,t) 
to the left, the expected payoff (“success”) is S(i,t) = Bp(i,t), when using strategy i. 
The average success of pedestrians is A(t) = p(1,t)Bp(1,t) + p(2,t)Bp(2,t), where 
p(2,t) = 1 - p(1,t). Due to strategy changes (success-driven imitation), the 
proportion of strategy i grows proportionally to the difference between the 
expected success and the average expected success: dp(i,t)/dt = r [S(i,t) - A(t)]p(i,t)

Only the stationary solutions P(i,t)=0 or 1 are stable, i.e. one evading side 
will become a behavioral convention (Helbing, 1990, 1991, 1992; Young 1993)
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The Prisoner’s Dilemma

The prisoner's dilemma game has served as prime example of

strategic conflict among individuals. It assumes that, when two
individuals cooperate, both get the “reward” R, while both receive the
“punishment” P< R, if they defect. If one of them cooperates (“C”) and
the other one defects (“D”), the cooperator suffers the “sucker’s
payoff” S < P, while the payoff T > R for the second individual reflects
the “tempation” to defect. Additionally, one typically assumes
S+T < 2R.
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For example:

S1 = S2= S = -5

P1 = P2= P = -2

R1 = R2= R = -1 

T1 = T2= T = 0

Many “social dilemmas” are of a similar kind (see public goods game)
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Start with the Spatial Prisoner’s Dilemma…

Nowak and May (1992) have extended the prisoner’s dilemma to simultaneous
spatial interactions in an LxL grid involving L2 players, assuming that each player
would have binary interactions with m=8 nearest neighbors, and would
afterwards imitate the strategy C or D of the most successful neighbor, if he or
she performed better. Computer simulations for R=1 and P=S=0 show “chaotic”
pattern formation phenomena in a certain parameter range of T.

blue = cooperator, red = defector, yellow = turned to defection, green = turned to cooperation

For R=1 and P=S=0 Nowak and May have found
that big clusters of defection shrink for T<1.8,
while for T>2, cooperative clusters do not grow,
and in between, both cooperative and
defective clusters would expand, collide, and
fragment.

Source: M. A. Nowak and R. M. May, Nature 359, 826 (1992).
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Spatio-Temporal Pattern Formation Due to Success-Driven Migration

Attractive Agglomeration
(“Clustering”)

Repulsive Agglomeration
(“Ghetto Formation”)

Segregation
(“Lane Formation”)
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Agglomeration in the Prisoner’s Dilemma and Snow Drift Game
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Imitation and Success-Driven Motion, Separately and Together

P = 0
R = 1
S = 0
T = 1.4

     imitation only                     migration only             imitation & migration

blue = C
red = D
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The Breakdown and Outbreak of Cooperation

Red, yellow: defectors (cheaters)
Blue, green: cooperators
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Time-Dependence of Transition of Predominant Cooperation

“outbreak”

of cooperation
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M. Schreckenberg, R. Selten et al. (2001)

The Route Choice Dilemma - Setup of an Experimental Game
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The 2-Person Route Choice Dilemma
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2 Persons:
Experiment

2 Persons:
Simulation

Subsequent
4-Person
Experiment

Multi-Period
Decisions

Outbreak of Turn-Taking: Experiments and Simulations
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Intermediate Summary

A simple model considering strategy and location changes and noise can

reproduce various stylized facts of social systems:

1. Individuals like to agglomerate (form cities, groups, etc.)

2. Individuals with different behavioral strategies tend to segregate (--> see

also Schelling)

3. Levels of cooperation in the prisoner’s dilemma and in public goods games

are higher than expected; they tend to break down, but may grow, if

people can leave bad environments and choose more favorable ones

4. Individual behaviors are partially determined by the social environment

they are contributing to (--> norms)

5. Social environments persist much longer than an average individual

contributes to it (--> social institutions)

6. Social systems perform well by continuous adaptation
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Does Globalization Endanger Social Cooperation?

Local interaction,
local migration

Global interaction,
local migration

Global interaction,
global migration
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Can Social Inequality Promote Cooperation?

Is it the reason, why capitalism seems to have
outperformed communism?

HG = Harmony Game, SD = Snowdrift Game/Chicken Game
SH = Stag Hunt Game/Assurance Game, PD = Prisoner’s Dilemma
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How the Rich-Gets-Richer-Effect Can Support Cooperation

How much inequality is needed for the cooperation-enhancing effect?
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Social Order: How Important is the Protection of Private Property?
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The Positive Effects of Moderate Noise

Noise can overcome metastable, but suboptimal configurations
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Global Warming and the Spreading of Costly Punishment

Imagine that cooperators (C) correspond to countries trying to

meet the CO2 emission standards of the Koyto protocol, and

“moralists” (M) to cooperative countries that additionally enforce

the standards by international pressure (e.g. embargoes). Defectors

(D) would correspond to those countries ignoring the Kyoto

protocol, and “immoralists” (I) to countries failing to meet the

Kyoto standards, but nevertheless imposing pressure on other

countries to fulfil them.

For well-mixed interactions, defectors will be the winners of the

evolutionary competition among the strategies, i.e. all countries

would finally fail to meet the emission standards (“tragedy of the

commons”). The reason is that cooperators (“second-order free-

riders”) spread at the cost of moralists, while requiring them for

their own survival. (See the work of Milinski et al.!)
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How Second-Order Free-Riders Are Eliminated+Punishment Spreads

D = Defectors (Free-Riders), M = Moralists, I=Immoralists 
C = Non-punishing Cooperators (Second-Order Free-Riders)
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The “Unholy” Symbiosis of Moralists and Immoralists

D = Defectors (Free-Riders), M = Moralists, I=Immoralists 
C = Non-punishing Cooperators (Second-Order Free-Riders)
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Overcoming the Tragedy of the Commons by Spatial Interactions
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“Lucifer’s Positive Side Effects”
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Possible Outcomes in the Two-Population Norms Game

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Everyone tends
 to show the own
preferred behavior
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Reward of showing preferred behavior / Reward of conforming 

Computer simulations:

Red = individuals
preferring behavior 1

Yellow = individuals
adjusting to behavior 1

Blue = individuals
preferring behavior 2

Green = individuals 
adjusting to behavior 2 
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History/Path Dependence - The Initial Condition Matters

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Everyone tends
 to show the own
preferred behavior

Everyone tends
 to show the own
preferred behavior

Reward of showing preferred behavior / Reward of conforming
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Initial support in population 2

Population 1 is stronger

Both populations have equal strength
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Possible Outcomes in the Norms Game with Local Interactions

Population 1 
sets the norm

Population 2 
sets the norm

Everyone tends
 to show the own
preferred behavior

Local cultures 
are forming
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Reward of showing preferred behavior / Reward of conforming 

Computer simulation:

Red = individuals
preferring behavior 1

Yellow = individuals
adjusting to behavior 1

Blue = individuals
preferring behavior 2

Green = individuals 
adjusting to behavior 2 
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Enhancing cooperation: Theoretical mechanisms

+ costly punishment, group pressure,

community formation…

(Nowak, 2006)
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Enhancing cooperation: Applying Tit-for-tat

Tit-for-tat application to BitTorrent

Each downloading peer must choose whom to allocate
its upload capacity to

Higher contributors are prioritized

Quite successful
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Enhance cooperation: BitTorrent communities

Users that like the same files group together in online
communities with identities, forums, rules and norms.
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Enhance cooperation: BitTorrent communities (II)

have and enforce norms
How to behave? How much should I seed?
What content is allowed?…

define users’ view of the system
Can a user see other users’ behavior?

try ad hoc how to better foment cooperation
Thrive or die out

Communities can:
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Ongoing work in QLectives

Main goals:

Provide tools for decentralized and zero-cost
community creation with Tribler (www.tribler.org)

Implement new cooperation mechanisms for these
communities

Indirect reciprocity

Imitation

Community identity
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Ongoing work: Indirect reciprocity through reputation

Indirect reciprocity relies on third-party information
about other agents’ behavior (reputation)

But behavior is hard to verify and some agents lie..

Approach: BarterCast
Each agent builds a network representing all interactions it
knows about

The reputation of a node P depends on the reputation of other
nodes in the path between an agent and P
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              - - The Crisis The Crisis Relief SystemRelief System

  ETH Zurich+UCL, with > 100 institutions all over Europe and the world

FuturICT will form the core of a new multi-
disciplinary 21st Century science, developing
information and communication technologies
(ICT) to create a decision support system
allowing us to tackle humanity’s grand
challenges (such as financial crises, conflict,…).

FuturICT will revolutionize our understanding
of social and economic systems by integrating
sophisticated planetary scale model predictions
with real-time, real-world global-scale data,
illuminating paths towards a sustainable
future.

http://www.futurict.eu

Unleashing the Unleashing the Power of Information Power of Information for for a a Sustainable Sustainable FutureFuture
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What                               Will Do
FuturICT will allow crisis relief,
stimulate innovation, create new
business opportunities and societal
benefits.

It will do so by combining ICT
technology with the theory of complex
systems and knowledge of multiple
disciplines to enable a global-scale,
data-driven simulation of human
society.

Achieving the above will require
fundamental breakthroughs in the
modelling of socio-economic systems
and across a broad range of ICT areas
(sensing, artificial intelligent, data
mining, computer architecture, P2P
systems, software engineering, human
computer interaction and many others).
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FuturICT will build a Living Earth Visualator for the global-scale simulation of our
techno-socio-economic-environmental system.

It will provide scenario-based Decision Arenas for practical policy testing

FuturICT will also build Crisis Observatories running massive data mining for the
advance detection and mangement of systemic risks:

  financial market instabilities
  emerging conflicts
  health risks and disease spreading
  evacuation scenarios during disasters,
  environmental changes, etc.

The Innovation Accelerator will speed up research, development, and the creation
of new business opportunities.

The focus on Managing Complexity will develop integrative system designs and
new decision-making and governance tools.

What                               Will Do



Thank you for your interest!

Any questions?


